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The fastest growing ecosystem in MEA

datamena is a provider of data centre and connectivity solutions dedicated to enabling the growth and success of customers in the Middle East, East Africa and Western Asia.

+1 billion people within 80ms

Interconnect with more than 150+ partners

Over 65+ Carriers

+1 Tbps bandwidth

UAE-IX with over 65+ peers
datamena pillars

Connectivity
Low-latency connectivity to support your growth across the region

Exchanges
Efficient peering for connecting to carriers, service providers, cloud and content providers

Data Centre
Highly secure and reliable environment for your mission-critical infrastructure

Teleport
State-of-the-art satellite services for broadcasting, internet and data services across five continents
We are home to the UAE Internet Exchange (UAE-IX), the region’s leading public peering exchange.

Middle easts preferred peering partner for
- Microsoft
- AWS
- Yvolv(Ali cloud)
- Starz Play
Traffic UAE-IX
A broad & healthy distribution of networks

Network type:
- NSP: 47%
- Content: 23%
- Cable/DSL/ISP: 15%
- Educational/Research: 3%
- Enterprise: 3%
- Non-Profit: 2%
- Route Server: 2%
- Not Disclosed: 5%

ASN origin:
- USA: 24%
- UAE: 14%
- Saudi Arabia: 10%
- United Kingdom: 7%
- Bahrain: 7%
- Iraq: 6%
- Kuwait: 6%
- France: 3%
- Netherlands: 3%
- India: 3%
- Sweden: 3%
- Rest of the world: 14%
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